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political independence in 1822:
“nationhood” and “civilization.”2

The concept of nationhood im-
plied the desire to integrate a di-
verse country geographically,
racially, and culturally. The con-
cept of civilization—a fashionable
and central idea for Brazilian and
Latin American intellectuals con-
cerned with the legacy of colo-
nialism and backwardness—
represented their desire to achieve
levels of material and cultural
progress similar to those in West-
ern Europe.

From the first decades of the
19th century through the early
20th century, Brazilian medical
doctors contributed significantly
to developing social thought
through their publications on pub-
lic health issues. These physicians
emphasized that to attain progress
and civilization, the country’s pub-
lic health problems would have to
be addressed. They asserted that
Brazil’s tropical location and cli-
mate and its ethnic diversity were
not in themselves obstacles to so-
cial development. Further, they
argued the need to examine Euro-
pean lifestyles and institutions
critically rather than to imitate
them blindly.3 These ideas in-
spired the Brazilian sanitary
movement of the early 20th cen-
tury, which emphasized the need
for development of the sertão
(the rural areas of the interior of
Brazil). This movement, which
emerged in Rio de Janeiro,
pointed to the devastating effects
of infectious diseases and the ab-
sence of sound public policies as
the central problems of Brazilian
society.4

In the 1930s, these key ideas
would strongly influence the then
emerging social sciences in Brazil.
Medical doctors and social scien-
tists began a fruitful dialog on their
interpretations of Brazilian society
and its sociocultural contrasts

Public health in Brazil achieved remarkable development at the turn of the 20th
century thanks in part to physicians and social thinkers who made it central to their
proposals for “modernizing” the country. Public health was more than a set of med-
ical and technical measures; it was fundamental to the project of nation building. 

I trace the interplay between public health and social ideas in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Physicians and social thinkers challenged the traditional belief
that Brazil’s sociocultural and ethnic diversity was an obstacle to modernization,
and they promoted public health as the best prescription for national unity. 

Public health ideas in developing countries such as Brazil may have a greater im-
pact when they are intertwined with social thought and with the processes of na-
tion building and construction of a modern society. (Am J Public Health. 2007;
97:1168–1177. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2003.036020)

SINCE THE 1980S, THERE HAS
been a proliferation of studies on
the history of health and medi-
cine in Brazil and other Latin
American and Caribbean coun-
tries. Along with native historians
and social scientists, American
and European researchers have
also contributed to this research.
The creation of specialized scien-
tific journals and graduate courses
and the inclusion of medical and
health-related topics in the syllabi
of research programs on Latin
American social and cultural his-
tory are other indicators of the
progressive consolidation of this
field of study.1

Among recent contributions to
this historiography have been
studies of the intellectual role of
medical doctors, with their elabo-
ration of ideas about the prob-
lems in their own societies and
possible alternatives for overcom-
ing them. I add to the analysis of
this theme, focusing on the Brazil-
ian experience.

Two major ideas dominated
interpretations of Brazil after its
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(i.e., its ethnic diversity and its
stunted sociocultural and eco-
nomic development), as well as
making proposals for modernizing
Brazilian society.

I examine this combination of
medical and social ideas by de-
scribing the work of some of
these Brazilian medical doctors
and explaining how their work
was used and expanded upon by
social scientists. A historical ex-
amination of this topic is relevant
for understanding not only the
evolution of public health but
also the dynamics of Brazil’s na-
tion building.

PROPOSALS ON 
MEDICAL HYGIENE AND
CIVILIZATION

The creation of the Medical
Society of Rio de Janeiro in 1829
and the work of one of its leaders,
the Frenchman Jose Francisco
Xavier de Sigaud, mark the begin-
ning of hygiene and public health
in Brazil.5 Sigaud focused special
attention to the climate and the
geographical distribution of dis-
eases throughout Brazil and ar-
gued against the idea of the infe-
riority of Brazil’s geography,
climatic conditions, and ethnic di-
versity.6 He rejected the con-
tention of some European natu-
ralists that Brazil’s nature and
society were derivative of—and in-
ferior to—the ideal model, which
was, of course, European.7 More-
over, he rejected the idea that ei-
ther miscegenation or the tropical
climate was responsible for the
prevalence of disease. Rather, he
attributed the high disease rates
to poor social conditions and es-
pecially to the unhealthy diet of
the majority of the population.

Like Sigaud, other Brazilian
medical doctors in the 19th cen-
tury stressed the need to adapt
ideals of health to the specific

conditions in Brazil. They argued
that it was counterproductive to
force the native population to
adapt to European patterns inap-
propriate to Brazilian conditions.
This view was remarkable for its
time, considering that Brazil had
been the center of the Portuguese
Empire from 1808 to 1822 and
was ruled during most of the 19th
century by a monarchical system
and an elite that, to a large extent,
self-identified as European.8

After its independence from
Portugal in 1822, Brazil was the
only country in the Americas to
adopt a monarchical political
regime, instituting an empire
under the rule of Pedro I, a mem-
ber of the Portuguese royal family.
The empire maintained slave
labor until 1888, the year before
the country was proclaimed a re-
public. The abolition of slavery,
which was the result of a long
process of converging internal
interests and foreign policy, was
an important factor in the decline
of the empire and in the subse-
quent institution of the republican
regime.9

From the early 16th century
until the end of the 19th century,
Brazil’s system of agricultural pro-
duction depended on slavery; the
main labor force in the country-
side was slaves, and both slaves
and freedmen worked in the
cities. The social elite favored
styles of diet, clothing, and hous-
ing that copied European models.

Many 19th-century Brazilian
medical texts strongly criticized
the attempt to adopt forms of diet,
clothing, and housing according to
European standards. In 1851,
Brazilian physician Francisco de
Paula Cândido wrote that the
houses in Rio de Janeiro that fash-
ionably imitated European homes
seemed more appropriate for
Greenland than for the warm con-
ditions of the 23rd latitude.10 By

contrast, medical doctors and en-
gineers praised the suitability of
many dwellings of the lower
classes for life in the tropics. For
example, the lighting and ventila-
tion of the northeastern mocam-
bos (straw huts used by the
urban poor) were considered
superior to the European-style
urban houses with heavy roofs
made of zinc or other heat-
conducting materials. Many Brazil-
ians agreed that “modernizing”—
that is, Europeanizing—dwellings
would be a mistake.11

Physicians in the second half of
the 19th century were especially
concerned, both before and after
the abolition of slavery, about
how to modernize and “civilize” a
society whose social organization
had been based on slavery and

Cover of the book Du Climat et des
Maladies du Brésil (On Brazilian
Climate and Diseases) by the French
physician Jose Francisco Xavier
Sigaud. Gilberto Freyre considered
Sigaud to be one of the precursors
of sociological studies in Brazil. 

Source. Archives of the House of
Oswaldo Cruz, Oswaldo Cruz
Foundation.
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reflected the economics and social
order of a plantation society. As
early as 1865, the physician
Manuel da Gama Lobo had, made
some important headway in his
studies of the relationship be-
tween social condition and diet by
showing the influence of planta-
tion monoculture on the nutri-
tional value of the diets of both
masters and undernourished
slaves.12 In this and other cases,
medical texts on malnutrition be-
came subtle but persistent cri-
tiques of the inhumane conditions
of slaves and of the political sys-
tem that maintained slavery.

There were relatively few
Brazilian doctors in the 19th cen-
tury, and they tended to be con-
centrated in the coastal cities: Rio
de Janeiro, Salvador, and a few
other ports engaged in maritime
commerce. At the beginning of

the 20th century, however, the
number of doctors increased both
in the aforementioned cities and
also in the capitals of other states
that were enjoying a period of
economic growth.13

In 1889, Brazil experienced a
major political change when the
empire ended and the First Re-
public was inaugurated. Slavery
had been abolished the previous
year. The First Republic brought
great hopes for social change and
many ideas for achieving order,
progress, and gradual develop-
ment. Public health was part of
this transformation. A new gener-
ation of medical doctors proposed
the creation of permanent public
health institutions and the gradual
extension of public health activi-
ties to reach not only the major
ports and cities but also the rest
of the nation.14 In 1910, the rural

sanitary movement prioritized
public health as the major social
challenge of the interior.

DISEASE AS METAPHOR

Debates on Brazilian national
identity intensified during the First
Republic. Many argued that Brazil
was not yet a real nation but
rather a weakly united set of
provinces aggregated into an un-
stable state political system
through the Republican Constitu-
tion. Brazilian intellectuals sug-
gested different ways of creating
real national unity. Some were
drawn to intense nationalistic
movements that supported strong
state centralization. The Brazilian
National Defense League, for ex-
ample, maintained that the mili-
tary draft was essential for na-
tional unity.15 Its members argued

A cassava flourmill in Jatobá, state of
Bahia (northeast Brazil), in June
1912. The photograph, taken by a
member of the Oswaldo Cruz
Institute’s scientific expedition led by
Arthur Neiva and Belisário Penna,
shows the working conditions of the
local population.

Source. Archives of the House of
Oswaldo Cruz, Oswaldo Cruz
Foundation.



abandoned their responsibility
for the rest of the country. The
coastal people did not know or
care about the interior popula-
tion: “[V]ery rarely do we meet
anyone who knows what Brazil
really is.”23 In their eyes, the
coastal population should there-
fore be blamed for the absence
of any sense of national identity.

The interior population had
also been abandoned by public
health and medical institutions.
According to Neiva and Penna’s
report, the populations of the inte-
rior used local medicinal plants
and animals for treatment be-
cause Western medical and phar-
maceutical resources were practi-
cally nonexistent.

Neiva and Penna’s scientific ex-
pedition surveyed the health and
living conditions of towns along
the São Francisco and Tocantins
rivers. From their diaries, we see
that they were deeply concerned
about mapping the spread of
Chagas disease—trypanosomiasis,
which was discovered in 1909 by
Brazilian scientist Carlos Chagas.
Brazilian doctors considered Cha-
gas disease, malaria, and hook-
worm to be the great problems of
the remote rural areas. Such dis-
eases not only decimated caboclo24

(mixed-blood) populations but
also jeopardized public health

progress in general and plagued
even European immigrants.

In 1914, two years before the
publication of Neiva and Penna’s
report, Monteiro Lobato published
two articles in the newspaper O
Estado de São Paulo (The State of
São Paulo) describing what he
considered the “true” situation of
Brazilian caboclos. Lobato, a
renowned intellectual and one of
the most important Brazilian pub-
lishers and writers of the 1920s,
had strong opinions about the
caboclos, whom he viewed as the
“lice of the earth” and the main
obstacle to progress.25 These arti-
cles, which were included in his
first short story collection in 1918,
sparked an intense debate be-
cause he created one of the best-
known popular characters of
Brazilian fiction, Jeca Tatu, a sort
of Brazilian hillbilly of the Paraíba
River valley.26 That same year,
however, after learning of the
ideas of the sanitary movement,
Lobato began to argue that the
caboclos were apathetic and back-
ward because of their poor health
and living conditions.27

Lobato came to consider public
health (i.e., sanitation) an organiz-
ing principle for redeeming Brazil,
as evident from the following
quotation from 1918: “There is
only one patriotic program for

that the Brazilian rural population
and those colonizing the Amazon
and other regions of the interior
were tough, brave, and physically
strong and, in an emergency,
would be an effective military re-
source to guarantee Brazil’s terri-
torial and political integrity.16 Oth-
ers, however, believed that the
existence of a widespread illiterate
and “sick” population would be a
serious obstacle to state expansion
and unity through military means.
Eventually, the latter would im-
pose their ideas and emphasize
that the extent of ill health and il-
literacy among the population was
so high that it undermined a mili-
tary-based national unity.

In 1916, Miguel Pereira, a med-
ical doctor, insisted that “Brazil is
a vast hospital.”17 Pereira’s bold
statement was based on the ac-
counts of scientific expeditions
sponsored by the Instituto Os-
waldo Cruz, an institution created
in 1900 in the capital, Rio de
Janeiro.18 Government agencies
responsible for railway construc-
tion and other development proj-
ects commonly commissioned
such scientific expeditions before
initiating new projects.

Among the many expeditions
carried out by members of the
Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, the one
headed by Arthur Neiva and
Belisário Penna received the most
publicity.19 The Inspetoria de
Obras contra as Secas (Drought
Relief Inspection Agency) com-
missioned this expedition in 1912.
For over 9 months, the 2 scien-
tists traveled throughout Brazil’s
northeastern and northern re-
gions.20 The expedition report
(published in 1916 in the journal
Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo
Cruz [Memories of the Oswaldo
Cruz Institute] ) contained detailed
information on the environment,
fauna, flora, epidemiological situa-
tion, and living conditions of the

local population. It included pho-
tographs that helped to illustrate
and popularize its denunciation
of the appalling health conditions
of the rural areas.

This report added fuel to a con-
tinuing debate that had been initi-
ated by the publication of Euclides
da Cunha’s book Os Sertões (Rebel-
lion in the Backlands) in 1902. Da
Cunha’s historical novel—one of
Brazil’s literary masterpieces—was
based on the war in 1897 be-
tween sertanejos (the rural people
of the interior) and federal
troops.21 The rural people, follow-
ing a charismatic religious leader,
had banded together and chal-
lenged the authority of the gov-
ernment and the landowners. Ulti-
mately, the army defeated this
peasant rebellion by massacring
many of the participants and
killing the leader. Os Sertões was
considered a landmark in Brazil-
ian social thought because it elab-
orated an image of 2 societies in
Brazil: the “civilized” coastal 
society—which it characterized as
European—and the “primitive” in-
terior. Da Cunha suggested that,
despite the backward social condi-
tions in the interior, authentic
values for shaping the future of
Brazilian civilization could be
found there. He also suggested the
mistake of using military force to
control this population, which was
more vibrant than the effete soci-
ety of the coastal region.

Neiva and Penna’s text takes
up this idea of the existence of
2 societies within Brazil, but it
offers a somewhat different inter-
pretation of the interior popula-
tion. The social condition of the
interior, which, according to da
Cunha, was created by its isola-
tion from the coastal civilization,
was defined by Neiva and Penna
as one of “abandonment.”22

Neiva and Penna argued that
the elites on the coast had 
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In 1916, Miguel Pereira, a medical doctor,
insisted that ‘Brazil is a vast hospital.’17

Pereira’s bold statement was based on the 
accounts of scientific expeditions sponsored by

the Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, an institution 
created in 1900 in the capital, Rio de Janeiro.18

Government agencies responsible for railway
construction and other development projects

commonly commissioned such scientific expedi-
tions before initiating new projects.



Brazil: sanitize. There is only one
way to revamp the Brazilian vot-
ing system: sanitize. There is only
one way of increasing production
in Brazil: sanitize.”28 Lobato, like
the doctors and social scientists of
his time, understood that sanita-
tion implied development of basic
health and medical services, in-
cluding disease control and health
education

In 1917, Belisário Penna’s arti-
cles in the newspaper Correio da
Manhã (The Morning Mail) helped
promote and publicize the sanitary
movement in Brazil’s interior. The
literary, military, and political elites
embraced the idea that infectious
diseases, especially prevalent in the
interior, were thwarting progress
and civilization in the country, and

they enthusiastically supported the
movement. According to Miguel
Couto, president of the National
Academy of Medicine, the time
had come to launch a “medical
crusade to help Brazil.”29 At the
time, the government presence
was practically nonexistent in most
of Brazil’s remote rural areas. As
Couto’s call to action implied,
Brazil’s rural oligarchy had done
little to improve the living condi-
tions of the poor. Couto also ques-
tioned the principle of state auton-
omy, or states’ rights, which
impeded any federally coordinated
public health intervention or epi-
demic disease control.

These ideas led to the establish-
ment in 1920 of the first national
agency for public health and dis-
ease control, the Departamento
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Nacional de Saúde Pública (Na-
tional Public Health Department).
The department attempted to
control and coordinate the work
done by municipal and state
boards of health and to extend
public health programs into the
rural countryside. It also devel-
oped training programs, labora-
tory research work, and career
opportunities in public health ad-
ministration and practice.30

The sanitary movement was re-
sponsible for the creation of rural
health centers in several states.
These health centers represent an
important landmark in the devel-
opment of public health services
in Brazil.31 Although they were
unable directly to improve living
conditions, they constituted a real

and constructive government
presence and were important for
local populations that, as Penna
and Neiva had pointed out, had
previously had little or no contact
with official health agencies.

Newspaper articles, popular
publications, and the enthusiastic
support of intellectuals and politi-
cal leaders for the sanitary move-
ment popularized the concept that
public health was central to solv-
ing Brazil’s problems. Early public
health interventions reinforced
this concept and in turn increased
public awareness and support for
public health.32 In particular, they
emphasizes on the need for pro-
moting sound living conditions in
Brazilian backlands.33

In Brazil during the 19th cen-
tury and in the first decades of

the 20th century, the term sertão
was applied to backland areas, as
opposed to the seacoast. Never-
theless, it would be impossible to
assign a precise geographical de-
notation to it. In the first half of
the 20th century, the term was
used to refer to a wide range of
geographical regions: the semiarid
area in the northeast; the Amazon
region of the north and middle
west; the northwestern part of the
state of Paraná, in the south; the
interior of the state of São Paulo,
in the southeast; and even, ac-
cording to some texts, in refer-
ence to some state capitals lo-
cated on the coast. 

Some authors thought that the
term sertão should be given a broad
sociopolitical interpretation rather

than a geographically precise mean-
ing. For them, the sertão began
wherever public authority was ab-
sent. According to Afrânio Peixoto,
MD “the backlands begin where
Rio de Janeiro’s Central Avenue
[Avenida Central] ends.” He was re-
ferring to the avenue that was built
in 1903 during the city’s urban re-
form, which was promoted by the
mayor, Pereira Passos. Everything
located out of the modern nucleus
of the city could be qualified as
sertão. Moreover, the sertão, in light
of this interpretation, was shown to
have two inextricably intertwined
features of Brazilian society: wide-
spread infectious diseases and the
absence of government in many
areas of social life.34

In the early 20th century,
these sociomedical interpretations

of Brazil were strongly influenced
by the idea of Brazil’s unique eth-
nic diversity.35 For some, the so-
called “inferior” races represented
an insurmountable obstacle to
progress and only an aggressive
European immigration program
could overcome it.36 Other intel-
lectuals, although not necessarily
opposed to such an immigration
program, promoted a more “opti-
mistic” solution, namely a progres-
sive “whitening” of the native
population through intermarriage.
These two interpretations shared
the assumption that Brazil’s most
important problem was its racial
and ethnic composition.37

By contrast, the intellectuals
supporting the sanitary movement
rejected the common prejudice
and discrimination against the
darker-skinned majority of the
Brazilian population. These de-
bates over racial determinism co-
incided with the development of
eugenic ideas. Brazil was experi-
encing a lively exchange of ideas:
old racial notions, eugenics, and
the new concepts of public health.

Nancy Leys Stepan contends
that neo-Lamarckian ideas were
adapted to fit local needs in
Latin America during the turn
of the 20th century.38 The re-
sult was, as she termed it, a
“positive” rather than “negative”
version of eugenics. Whereas
negative eugenics was character-
ized by efforts to restrict mar-
riage and to sterilize “unfit” and
“degenerate” individuals, posi-
tive eugenics stressed the
human ability to change and
control the environment—and it
eschewed racial determinism.
Peruvian medical doctor Enrique
Paz-Soldán’s statement that “eu-
genics is sanitation”39 summa-
rizes the view of many physicians
in Latin American countries,
namely, that public health and
education could indeed change

”
“Newspaper articles, popular publications, and the enthusiastic support of

intellectuals and political leaders for the sanitary movement popularized
the concept that public health was central to solving Brazil’s problems.

Early public health interventions reinforced this concept and in turn 
increased public awareness and support for public health.32



and improve the health of the
apparently inferior native ethnic
groups.

It is important to note that neg-
ative eugenics was not absent
from intellectual circles in Latin
America in the 1920s and 1930s,
although it was only supported by
a minority. Often, the Latin Amer-
ican eugenicists who espoused the
negative version of eugenics op-
posed Lamarckian ideas and de-
fended Mendel’s theory of hered-
ity. In accord with their point of
view, the environment was not
important for explaining the trans-
mittal at traits throughout genera-
tions. Nevertheless, as Stepan
points out, it is impossible to es-
tablish a direct relationship be-
tween the acceptance of orthodox
Mendelian heredity theory and
negative eugenics. Not everyone
who defended Mendelian hered-
ity espoused negative eugenics.
For example, Edgard Roquette-
Pinto40—one of the most impor-
tant advocates of rural public
health reform—opposed negative
eugenics but embraced Mendel’s
theory of heredity.

After 1910, the idea that educa-
tion and public health were the
two necessary tools for overcom-
ing the country’s backwardness
became widely accepted.41 Al-
though some pessimistic writers
continued to see Brazil as con-
demned by its ethnic and racial
makeup, public health leaders con-
fidently stated that sanitation could
“rescue” and “civilize” Brazil.42

The sanitary movement contin-
ued to have strong repercussions
into the 1930s.  Julio Paternostro,
MD, an officer of the Yellow Fever
Service (an agency established in
the 1930s by an agreement be-
tween the Brazilian Government
and the Rockefeller Foundation),
was sent to the Tocantins River
basin to study the region’s immu-
nity to yellow fever. Paternostro’s

data and travel observations were
published in the Brasiliana43 se-
ries in 1935, over 20 years after
Neiva and Penna’s first findings.
He wrote that the remote rural
population—which he considered
backward—could be “saved” by
establishing sound public health
policies and services.

Paternostro underlined the per-
sistent cultural distance between
the coastal civilization and the
poor, crumbling villages and ham-
lets of the interior. He emphasized
the lack of, and need for, public
health and medical services for the
Tocantins River population and
recommended setting up malaria
prophylaxis stations staffed by ade-
quate medical personnel.44

Paternostro claimed the only
place in the north of the State of
Goiás with a medical doctor in
1935 was Porto Nacional. Medical
assistance in the more developed
municipalities was limited to the
“Santas Casas.” These Catholic-run
hospitals survived on such spo-
radic financial resources as the
population’s contributions to the
Church. Paternostro believed that

hospitalization was unpopular in
the rural areas because of the lack
of medical personnel and ade-
quate financial resources.45

Paternostro pointed out an-
other problem affecting the health
of the rural population: many
state health centers set up to deal
with endemic diseases (such as
malaria, hookworm, leishmaniasis,
and trachoma) were located in
municipal capitals to further the
prestige of political leaders. As a
result, the health centers were to-
tally useless because of the long
distances rural people would have
to travel to access its services.
Consequently, people living in re-
mote villages, small communities,
farms, and the unexplored regions
of the Brazilian interior depended
on local herbal doctors and lay
healers when they were ill. Pater-
nostro proposed that these lay
healers be integrated into the offi-
cial public health services. Public
health officials, he argued, could
institutionalize and expand a cus-
tom already in use by employing
these lay healers to reach the
most isolated rural areas.46
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A campsite in Bebe Mijo, state of
Piauí, northeast of Brazil, June 1912,
of the Oswaldo Cruz Institute’s expe-
dition to the northern and northeast-
ern regions of Brazil. Belisário Penna
(left) and Arthur Neiva are seated in
the foreground. 

Source. Archives of the House of
Oswaldo Cruz, Oswaldo Cruz
Foundation.
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THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN 
SOCIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

More than any other Brazilian
sociologist, Gilberto Freyre
(1900–1987), a prominent intel-
lectual, stressed the importance of
the physicians’ views of Brazilian
social organization. His two best-
known books—Casa Grande e Sen-
zala (The Masters and the Slaves;
1933) and Sobrados e Mocambos
(The Mansions and the Shanties;
1936)—abound in references to
medical writings. Freyre rein-
forced Roquette-Pinto’s ideas and
the goals of the rural sanitary
movement by arguing that dis-
ease, not racial interbreeding, was
Brazil’s real problem.47 In the
preface to Casa Grande e Senzala,
for example, he writes:

Once, after almost three years out
of the country, I saw a group of
Brazilian sailors—mulattoes and
cafuzos [people of mixed Black
and Indian origin]—(I do not re-
member whether they were from
the São Paulo or Minas) walking
on the soft snow of Brooklyn.
They left me with the impression
of caricatures of men and
brought to my mind the words I
had just read of an American or
English traveler in Brazil: “the
fearfully mongrel aspect of the
population.” I then saw this as the
result of interbreeding. I needed
someone to tell me then, as
Roquette-Pinto would tell the ad-
vocates of Aryanism at the Brazil-
ian Eugenics Congress in 1929,
that the individuals I thought rep-
resented Brazil were not mere
mulattoes or cafuzos, but sick
mulattoes and cafuzos.48

In Sobrados e Mocambos,
Freyre examined Brazil’s transi-
tion from a traditional colonial
and multicultural society toward
a re-Europeanized one. By re-
Europeanization, he meant that
modernization and urbanization
had, since the 19th century, been
gradually diminishing the influ-
ence of African and indigenous
cultures on Brazilian society. Doc-
tors, Freyre argued, played an im-
portant part in slowing this transi-
tion because they questioned re-
Europeanization and the blind im-
itation of European lifestyles. He
noted that these medical ideas
had foreshadowed the later socio-
logical critiques of modernization
in Brazil. 

The institutionalization of so-
cial sciences in Brazilian universi-
ties in the 1930s and 1940s was
closely linked to these debates on
the interaction of health and mod-
ernization. The Sociology Depart-
ment of the University of São
Paulo and the Escola Paulista de
Sociologia were the country’s
most renowned centers for social
science, both located in the indus-
trial and business center of São
Paulo, Brazil. The early medical
texts discussed here as well as the

reports of scientific expeditions to
Brazil’s interior provided the
framework for and the organizing
principles of Brazilian social sci-
ence. Both physicians and sociolo-
gists described the coexistence in
Brazil of societies representing dif-
ferent stages of historical develop-
ment: the advanced societies of
the coastal region and the back-
ward communities of the interior.
They equally discussed the
coastal society’s “abandonment”
of the rural population. Like the
physicians, Brazilian social scien-
tists argued that the communities
of the interior resisted moderniza-
tion and cultural change. Emílio
Willems, professor of social an-
thropology at the University of
São Paulo, provided a new read-
ing of the classic dualism between
coastal civilization and the inte-
rior; his work was to influence
sociological studies of moderniza-
tion throughout the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s.

Willems argued that the rural
interior of Brazil was character-
ized by a cultura rústica.49 Accord-
ing to Willems, Brazil was an
agglomerate of diversified cultures
coexisting in a common political
system. The cultural values and
social codes of the interior had
been formed in isolation from the
coastal regions. Some communi-
ties were seminomadic because of
the concentration of land owner-
ship. This distinguished them from
the more stable folk culture of the
European peasantry.50 The follow-
ing excerpt summarizes Willems’s
views of the distance between the
coastal civilization and the cultura
rústica (rustic culture):

The lives of the backland caboclo
populations seem to take place in
a different world from ours. These
people have few if any ties to the
urban market because they
hardly use money. City dwellers
usually ridicule these people and
call them “backwards” and “lazy.”

Cover of O Malho (The Hammer),
a widely read newspaper in Rio de
Janeiro. The cartoon by J. Carlos
shows the impact of Rui Barbosa’s
conference in 1919, titled “The
Social and Political Question in
Brazil.” Barbosa, one of the main
intellectual and political leaders of
the First Republic, is shown on a
caravel at the moment of his
“rediscovery” of Brazil and its
social problems. The fictional char-
acter Jeca Tatu stands on the shore.

Source. Library, House of Rui Barbosa,
Rio de Janeiro.



. . . If we asked one of the inte-
rior inhabitants who is Brazil’s
president, he could not grasp the
idea behind the question. More-
over, if we told him how to treat
or prevent hookworm he would
not seem to be listening. And
even if we thought he under-
stood our advice, he still wouldn’t
do anything about it. Although
they speak Portuguese, it seems
difficult to communicate with
them.51

According to Willems, most at-
tempts to educate and civilize the
caboclo populations failed because
of misunderstanding and a lack of
awareness of local cultural con-
texts and social codes. He argued
that these communities had spe-
cific and unique conceptions of
labor, time, family, religion, and
leisure that had to be understood
and taken into account by re-
gional development programs.52

Willems believed that social scien-
tists should join forces with doc-
tors, agricultural engineers, educa-
tors, and economists to improve
the social conditions of the cabo-
clo populations. Indeed, he
ridiculed one-sided interpretations
of the caboclo: 

For doctors, the caboclo is sick
and undernourished; for educa-
tors, the caboclo’s problem is illit-
eracy; for agricultural engineers,
the caboclo knows nothing of
“sound” farming techniques; for
economists, the caboclo has no 
financing, markets, or means of
communication; and for moral-
ists; the caboclo’s problems are
his vices.53

In the 1950s, physician and
anthropologist Alceu Maynard
Araújo conducted important stud-
ies of traditional medicine.54 He
coined the term medicina rústica55

(literally, “rustic medicine”), in-
spired by Willems’s concept of
cultura rústica, to describe the va-
rieties of healing practices used by
the rural Brazilian population.
This had developed as a blend of
Portuguese, African, and Indian

remedies and treatments. Araújo,
who was not a strict advocate of
Western medicine, explained that
local populations made use of al-
ternative healing practices in the
absence of mainstream medicine
and public health services. He be-
lieved that medicina rústica and
Western medicine were not mutu-
ally exclusive.

In 1959, Araújo received the
prestigious Brasiliana prize for
his book Medicina Rústica on tra-
ditional healing practices, health
awareness, and the living condi-
tions of the northeastern rural
population.55 According to
Araújo, the people of the region
consulted lay healers most fre-
quently, followed in order by
spiritual healers, herbal doctors,
snake healers, pharmacists, and
finally, least often consulted,
medical doctors. Like Paternos-
tro, he noted that rural people
complained that Western med-
ical doctors prescribed only a
few drugs and did not make
house calls.

Willems, with his concern for
the integrated sociocultural devel-
opment of the caboclo popula-
tions, also inspired Florestan
Fernandes, professor at the Uni-
versidade de São Paulo and an-
other of Brazil’s most important
sociologists. According to Fernan-
des, Willems’s contribution was a
decisive turning point in the de-
velopment of Brazilian social sci-
ences because it provided a com-
prehensive perspective and guide
through the challenges of mod-
ernization.56

Fernandes discussed the antag-
onism between the coastal and
interior regions but argued that
there was a high symbolic con-
tent in the interaction of the re-
gions. The so-called distance be-
tween the coastal and interior
regions was more cultural than
geographical and represented a

conflict between “civilization”
and “tradition.”57 Fernandes de-
scribed the living conditions of
the rural populations as more
characteristic of the 18th or 19th
century than the 20th. They
were treated as “the pariah of
Brazilian civilization” (an expres-
sion earlier used by Paternostro)
because contact with the coastal
culture was virtually nonexistent.
The undeniably ethnocentric atti-
tudes of the urban coastal
dwellers toward them varied
from empathy to outright scorn.
Fernandes argued that the cul-
tural reality of Brazil had barely
changed since the situation de-
scribed in Euclides da Cunha’s
Os Sertões.58 The country re-
mained as socially fragmented
as ever.

Fernandes believed that
Brazil’s demographic, economic,
and political development posed
enormous challenges to socially
oriented public policy. Economic
and cultural discontinuity be-
tween the coastal cities and the
interior hindered all attempts to
rationalize social policies and ad-
ministrative procedures. The gov-
ernment, educators, and sanitari-
ans could not overcome these
barriers alone; they needed the
participation and guidance of
sociologists.59

Fernandes argued that popular
or “empirical” medicine could be
a valuable complement to West-
ern or European medicine. He
also proposed that traditional
healers receive some training
from Western-oriented doctors,
who in turn could benefit from
working with traditional healers
and learning why local rural pop-
ulations accepted these practices.
Western-trained doctors could
thus begin to develop a deeper
understanding of local cultures
and create the basis for a truly
intercultural perspective.60

CONCLUSION

Development and concepts of
public health and modernization
were closely linked in Brazil and
tied to the development of sociol-
ogy as a field. In a country of
stark contrasts between its urban
coastal centers and remote rural
areas, public health, medicine, and
social thought interacted in efforts
to understand and further a dy-
namic process of nation building.

Medical doctors, public health
practitioners, and sociologists
agreed on the most important
questions: Is modernization possi-
ble in Brazil? How can the con-
trast between the costal regions
and the interior be overcome?
What can the interior regions and
cultures contribute to the Brazilian
identity and development? They
all argued against the more pes-
simistic views of Brazilian society,
believing that they as a group
could contribute to Brazil’s transi-
tion toward a modern society.
To this end, they supported the
kinds of public policies that could
help to integrate a country of
powerful socioeconomic and cul-
tural contrasts. ■
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